


Message from National Director
        From the beginning of 2020 until 2021, it is a period of two years that everyone had to face hardships
in life amid the Covid-19 outbreak, including working to help children who had lost parental care, in SOS
Children's Villages Thailand as well. Since last April, all children and staff in SOS Children's Villages
Thailand were limited to living in SOS Children’s Villages to reduce the risk of infection.  Every SOS
Children’s Village therefore had measures to take care of them strictly for the safety of children's lives as
much as possible.
         In this situation, we are aware of challenging economic conditions. Therefore, we have planned to
concisely spend in caring for 700 children in five SOS Children's Villages across Thailand, along with
taking this opportunity to educate the children about cost saving, such as growing home-grown vegetable
for their own consumption, making dishwashing liquid, ways to save water/electricity, etc. The children
will not only continue to live their life but will continue to gain life skills.

        In order to pass on the care to you, we would like to provide a mask strap for you to use. Finally,
I would like to thank the kind-hearted people who are still by the children's side with continuous support
 to give them a chance to grow up in love and in a safe environment and I wish you and everyone in
Thailand a good health and ability to go through this event well. 

Best regards

(Mr. Phahol Trangkineenad)
National Director

SOS Children's Villages Thailand
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Covid-19 and SOS Children's Villages

It affects the SOS family in many ways, including everyday life that forces us all to change
and set up measures that take into account the safety of everyone in the community of SOS
Children's Village as a top priority.

Covid-19 situation that lasted a long time 

Measures to prevent covid-19
Set up a screening point in front of SOS
Children’s Villages; prepare medicines,
medical supplies and provide knowledge
to defend and protect.

Life to be changed
What has been changed obviously is that
everyone has to adjust their lifestyle to get
used to wearing a mask, washing hands
regularly to keep them clean, including
distancing from others.
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Covid-19 and SOS Children's Villages

With the economic situation that affects everyone,
Mothers and children had to help each other to grow
vegetables to reduce the burden, expenses, reduce
stress and also gain knowledge with them.

Since the middle of last year 
Mother and children in five SOS Children's Villages
have gradually received vaccination against COVID-19
according to government measures.

I would like to thank all the kind-hearted people
for their continuous support enabling all children
to grow up safe in a crisis like this. We wish you

all safe. #We will pass it together.

At the time the children could
not  go to school, they all had 
to study online. There may be
some difficulty but all the
children are willing to study
very well.



           financial support has not only helped provide food, clothing, health and education, but you also have
provided every child a loving family, a warm and safe home, helping cultivating all children to become
independent and self-resilient adults in society. Especially in the past year, in addition to taking care of the
basic needs The SOS family was also trained to adapt itself to the COVID-19 situation that is still spreading
for the good physical and mental health of everyone in the SOS family.

Operations in the year 2021
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Childcare care expenses

Referred to data from year 2020
Direct cost of child support accounts for 52% of the total running cost.
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Plan in the year 2022  

*Photo taken in 2020

           SOS Children's Villages Thailand still commits to providing a family-like care

for children who lost parental care  by emphasizing the quality of care in a Child

Safeguarding; safe and secure environment for children and youth in growing,

especially giving a precedence to mental health of children, youth and SOS

mothers-the caregiver, whom must be given special attention and care to make

this place a "Loving home for every child” for today and in the future.

SOS Children’s Villages Thailand 
18 Moo 3,  Soi Boonsiri , Sukhumvit Road, Bang Mueang
Sub-district, Mueang District, Samut Prakan Province 10270  


